SSC Meeting Minutes
April 4, 2018

Student Attendees: MJ Oviatt, Adrian Chendra, Sarah Angelbeck, Nick Heyek, Rebecca Laurent, Rebecca Ambresh, Chen Zhang, Zishen Ye, Olivia Yu, Ece Gulkirpik (Nick proxied for Bryan Parthum & Justin Vozzo)

Advisor Attendees: Andrew Stumpf, Joseph Youakim, Cathy Liebowitz

1. (NICK) Vote in previous minutes
   a. Unanimously approved
2. (NICK) Composites in Aviation Scope Change
   a. 0 yes, 0 opposed, 0 abstain
3. (NICK) Micro Grant – Eco Olympics
   a. One week remaining in the competition, but can display post-competition statistics
   b. 11 yes, 0 opposed, 0 abstained
4. (NICK) Micro Grant – Design for America
   a. Requesting money for more sustainable food
   b. Alternatively, could use money for speaker gifts and winning team prizes
   c. 10 yes, 0 opposed, 1 abstained contingent on SCEF acknowledgement
5. (NICK) NC Green Fee Collaborative & UNC-Chapel Hill
   a. SSC wants to collaborate with other green funds, and this could be a place to start
   b. SSC has reservations about the collaborative’s motives, but has an interest in learning more about the opportunity
   c. Agrees to inquire about potential guest attendance option at the collaborative’s next summit
6. (NICK) Confirm InSPIRE Solar Charging Station Vote
   a. They found their advisor (Eric Benson)
   b. Confirmed funding at $5,800 unanimously
7. (SARAH) Bylaws
   a. Co-appoint voting members with ISG Env. Sustainability Committee
   b. Change from 3 to 2 grad students
   c. READ UPDATES in email for vote at next meeting
   d. Recruitment update: Nick consulting with ISG for interview questions in addition to sitting in on potential member interviews
8. (MJ) MOSES Conference Takeaways
   a. Lots of farmers
   b. Emphasis on no-till
c. Some practices at the Student Farm changed because of what MJ learned
9. (OLIVIA) Food Waste Summit Takeaways
   a. Lots of social justice and lots of university student attendees
   b. Campus Kitchens Project--greek life initiative; FeelGood--still around?
   c. Recommended for other SSC members to attend
10. (ADRIAN) Sustainability LLC Workshop Updates
    a. Still working with Sustainability LLC; no updates
11. (NICK) Voting Meeting on April 14th, starting at 2pm in NSRC 240